Planning and Improving Global Software Development Process Using Simulation
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ABSTRACT
Global software development poses a number of challenges and difficulties as well as significant potential benefits. In order to be successful, companies need to adapt and improve their processes to support this kind of development. Strong project planning and management is also required. Software process simulation modeling has been used to address a variety of issues in software development projects ranging from strategic management, project planning and control, process improvement, to training and understanding. We believe that a hybrid simulation model combining system dynamics and discrete-event models is needed to effectively model global software development projects. In this paper, we describe such a model, and focus on the use of the model to support project planning and process improvement in global software development. Example questions/issues that can be addressed by our GSD model are provided, along with an illustrative application.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management---cost estimation, software process models; I.6.5 [Simulation and Modeling]: Model Development; I.6.3 [Simulation and Modeling]: Applications; I.6.6 [Simulation and Modeling]: Simulation Output Analysis.

General Terms
Management, Measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Global software development (GSD) has become a dominant paradigm in the software industry. Almost 100 nations are now participating in GSD [6] expecting to gain benefits including reduction in time-to-market, reduction in development costs, better use of scarce resources, and business advantages from proximity to customers [5, 6, 9, 12, 19]. Unfortunately, GSD also poses challenges and difficulties due to geographic dispersion, time-zone differences, cultural differences and language differences. This can hinder the project from realizing the full potential benefits.

Although several companies report success in their GSD project [2, 3, 5], simply deploying GSD does not guarantee positive results. In order to be successful, companies need to adapt their current processes to support the new distributed development paradigm. This includes:

• The incorporation of new methods, processes, and tools into software development operations
• Strong project planning
• Strong management tracking and control

One area that has shown some success helping companies to address these issues is software process simulation modeling (SPSM). SPSM has been used to address several aspects of software development including [17]:

• Strategic management
• Project planning
• Project management and control
• Process improvement and technology adoption
• Process understanding
• Training and learning

Furthermore, SPSM has also been used to support companies at different levels of the Capability and Maturity Model ranging from designing and defining development process (levels 2 and 3), quantitative process management (level 4), and continuous process improvement (level 5) [24].

Thus, it seems likely that SPSM can also be used to improve GSD processes and support the organizational decision-making necessary for companies to gain the full benefits of GSD. Section 2 provides an overview of our GSD model. Section 3 discusses the questions or issues related to GSD projects that can be addressed by our GSD model. Section 4 provides an example of using the model. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. A GSD SIMULATION MODEL

2.1 Hybrid Simulation Model
We believe that a hybrid simulation model combining the system dynamics and discrete-event paradigms is the most appropriate for representing GSD project [22]. One strength of the system dynamics paradigm is its ability to capture the dynamic nature of software development projects. Therefore, it is suitable for modeling continuous factors and their interactions, including communication, coordination, cultural issues, learning curve, changing staff levels, and dynamically varying productivity. Discrete-event simulation has the ability to capture actual process level details, and the ability to represent each work product of the development process as being unique—through the use of attributes attached to each work product, such as size and complexity. Thus, it provides the ability to explicitly represent the process structure and mechanisms used to transfer work products and to coordinate activities. These two paradigms complement each other and allow our GSD model to capture the actual development process executing within a continuously changing project environment.

2.2 Important Factors
In our previous work [22], we have identified the factors that can affect the performance and the productivity of GSD projects. These factors can be categorized into three categories, as follows:

2.2.1 Fundamental Factors
The fundamental factors relate to the primary characteristics of GSD projects, including communication problems, coordination and control problems, cultural differences, language differences, and time-zone differences. A project manager has little or no control over these factors; however, by using the right strategy and tool support, the negative impact of these factors can be reduced.

2.2.2 Strategic Factors
The strategic factors are related to high level issues that the project manager must address when managing a GSD project. Decisions regarding these issues significantly impact the performance of the GSD project. There are five such factors, including development site, product architecture, task allocation strategy, distribution overhead, and distribution effort loss.

2.2.3 Organizational Factors
The factors in this category are concerned with the impacts from virtual teams, including team formulation and team dynamics. Additional explanation of these factors may be found in [22]. Our GSD model incorporates all of the factors mentioned above. The next section describes the GSD model structure, and how it incorporates these important factors.

2.3 GSD Model Structure
At a high level, the GSD model has three major components: Discrete-event (DES) sub-model, System Dynamics (SD) sub-model, and Interaction Effect (IE) sub-model.

The DES sub-model includes a global DES sub-model and a site-specific DES sub-model for each development site. Each development site may have different process steps depending on task allocation strategy. The site-specific DES allows us to capture the impact of these differences. Different time-zones are also modeled. Work products are passed from one site to another in order to capture the effect of distribution overhead and distribution effort loss. The global DES sub-model aggregates the information from the site-specific DES sub-models to determine overall project progress.

The SD sub-model includes a global SD sub-model and a site-specific sub-model for each development site. The global SD sub-model captures the overall project environment, including the planning and controlling activities. The global SD sub-model has three modules: Human Resource (HR), Planning, and Control. The Human Resource module acts as an interface between HR module from each development site and the other modules within the global SD sub-model. The Control module receives information about the project progress (from the global DES sub-model) and then evaluates whether adjustments to the schedule or the work rate are needed. The Planning module monitors and identifies the workforce level required to meet the overall project schedule.

Each development site has its own site-specific SD sub-model. The site-specific SD sub-model represents aspects that may be different between development sites, including HR, productivity (PD), manpower allocation (MP) and defect generation and detection rates (QA). The HR module deals with human resource management, which includes hiring, training, assimilation, and transferring human resources in a particular site. The PD module models the rate at which the developers at a particular site can develop software (productivity rate). The MP module assigns workforce to different activities. The QA module models defect generation, detection, and correction rates. These modules function as if there were only one development site in the project. For example, site-specific productivity assumes that developers are working with others from the same site.

The IE sub-model represents the interaction effects, when staff from different sites need to collaborate or work closely together such as during follow-the-sun development. When developers work with their colleagues from the same site, information such as productivity and defect rates will be sent from site-specific SD sub-model. However, when developers have to collaborate with their colleagues from other sites, their productivity will be different. The IE sub-model modifies the productivity before sending it to the DES sub-model. Fundamental factors and organizational factors are mainly captured in this sub-model. Additional discussion about IE sub-model is provided in Section 2.4.

Figure 1 shows the overall GSD model structure with two development sites.

2.4 Interaction Effect (IE) Sub-model
The structure of the interaction effect (IE) sub-model is based on literature regarding global software development, distributed development, and virtual teams. In this paper, we focus on the interaction effect on productivity rate since it has the strongest impact on project performance.

Software development requires tight coordination among various efforts in order to be successful [18]. Difficulty in coordination leads to losses in productivity [4, 25]. Due to distance and time-zone differences, coordination in multi-site development team is
difficult, and can negatively affect productivity. The IE sub-model calculates the coordination efficiency of the distributed team (relative to the coordination efficiency of the single-site team), and then applies the coordination effect to the productivity before sending it to the DES sub-model. If the coordination efficiency of the distributed team is lower, the productivity will be lower. Figure 2 shows the interaction effect on productivity rate. There are two factors that determine the coordination efficiency: communication frequency and trust.

**2.4.1 Communication Frequency**
Several studies of software development projects [8, 11, 18, 21] found that informal, unplanned, and ad hoc communication is extremely important in supporting collaboration. Discussion with peers is the most used and valued coordination techniques [18]. This indicates that teams with frequent communication among the members tend to coordinate better. Unfortunately, the distance between team members negatively affects the amount of communication [1]. The IE sub-model will determine the relative frequency of communication when team members are at different sites compared to when they are at the same site. The relative communication frequency will positively impact the coordination efficiency.

**2.4.2 Trust**
Trust is a basic feature of social situations that require cooperation and interdependence [15]. Teams with higher trust tend to coordinate better, thus achieve better performance [14]. In the GSD model, trust is modeled as a dynamic variable. The initial level of trust is determined by culture (individualist or...
collectivist as defined by Hofstede [13]) and team member familiarity [7]. People from same culture develop trust more quickly than people from different cultures. In addition, individuals from an individualistic culture tend to be more ready to trust others than individuals from a collectivist culture [10, 20]. Trust will be higher when team members become more familiar with each other during a project. However, without face-to-face communication, trust can also decrease overtime.

3. THE USE OF GSD MODEL
In this paper, we focus on the use of the GSD model for project planning and process improvement.

3.1 Project Planning
The GSD model can assist the project manager in planning. Example project planning questions that the GSD model can address are listed below.

What is the forecasted project performance in terms of cost, quality, and schedule?

At a basic level, the project manager can tailor the GSD model to a specific project in order to estimate the performance of the project in terms of effort spent, duration, and quality. In addition, the project manager can vary parameters such as the number of developers, and see the impact.

The GSD model can also be used to forecast the staffing levels needed across time. This will help the project manager to plan his/her resource allocation and cope with resource constraints.

Should the project be distributed across multiple sites or should it be centralized at a single site?

The GSD model is designed to be flexible and expandable. At the simplest level, the GSD model can be used to represent a single site development project (with only one site-specific SD and one site-specific DES sub-model). The project manager can run the model, and see the performance of the project with one site. He/she can then add another site and see the effect on the project performance.

Which development site should be included in the project?

The site-specific SD and the site-specific DES sub-models allow the GSD model to capture different characteristics of the development sites such as communication infrastructure, number of staff, level of experience, productivity rate, culture, native language, and etc. The project manager can vary parameters to represent different development site and decide which development sites should be included in the project. For example, the project manager can evaluate whether it is worthwhile to switch to low cost (but potentially lower productivity) development site.

How should work be divided across sites? What task allocation strategy should be used?

The site-specific DES sub-model allows us to capture the detail process steps in each development site. In addition, the work product transfer between sites can also be represented by passing entities in the model. Therefore, the project manager can experiment with the GSD model by changing process steps or the task allocation strategy in order to identify the best alternative.

3.2 Process Improvement
The GSD model can support process improvement by analyzing the impact of potential process changes. The project manager can compare the current performance (as-is) versus the expected performance after the improvement (to-be) and then decide whether or not to implement the change. The following paragraphs provide example process improvement questions that the GSD model might be able to address.

Where should the testing be performed? Should it be centralized?

The discrete-event sub-model represents actual process steps, which allows the project manager to change the location where the testing will be performed. By comparing the project performance for different configurations, the project manager will be able to determine where the testing should be performed. This sort of analysis can also be done for other software development activities.

What is the impact of adding an additional process step (such as inspection)? Can we minimize or skip a portion of an inspection?

Again, the project manager can easily model such a change by modifying the discrete-event sub-model to reflect the particular process change of interest. By comparing the project performance after the process change to the baseline performance, the project manager can determine whether such a change might be worthwhile or not.

What is the impact of implementing new collaborative support tool?

By implementing collaborative tool, it is expected that the developers will be able to better communicate and coordinate with their colleagues at different sites. The effect of this tool can be captured in the interaction effect (IE) sub-model (e.g. coordination efficiency). This allows the project manager to determine whether the new tool actually improves the overall project performance, before making the investment.

Would it be worthwhile to improve communication infrastructure between development sites?

By improving communication infrastructure between development sites, work product can be transferred faster and the developers can communicate more efficiently. The distribution overhead captured in the GSD model includes the time it takes to actually transfer the work product. Therefore, the project manager can experiment with the distribution overhead parameters and determine whether the improvement in project performance would justify the investment to improve the infrastructure.

In addition to project planning and process improvement, the GSD model can also aid in understanding the project development process, and to facilitate training. The GSD model offers a safe learning environment for people to practice and learn about project management and the complex interactions that occur within GSD projects. Management trainees can see the impacts of their decisions, and also learn how to better predict the behavior of projects.
4. EXAMPLE
To illustrate the functionality and the usefulness of the GSD model, we created a simple example project. There are 5 phases in the development process including Requirements (REQ), Design (DES), Coding (CODE), Testing (TEST), and Rework (RWK). Due to resource constraints, the main development site is unable to complete the project within the necessary time window. Therefore, the project manager needs to find additional development sites to help perform the work. There are 2 alternative sites:

Site A (offshore):
- Eight hour time-zone difference (no overlap working hour)
- The culture and native language of the developers are different.
- The programmer wage is lower than the current site and Site B.

Site B (near-shore):
- Only four hour time-zone difference (50% overlap working hours)
- The culture and native language of the developer are the same.
- The programmer wage is higher than Site A.

Both sites have advantages and disadvantages that may or may not offset each other. For Site A, we can benefit from 16 hour development time per day by using follow-the-sun development strategy. However, there may be more coordination and communication problems since the developers have different culture and language. This difficulty may require additional effort to complete the project.

On the other hand, the development time per day if using Site B is lower. However, the overlap working allows synchronous communication between two sites, which can result in better coordination and communication. In addition, since culture and language of the developers are the same, miscommunication and coordination problems tend to be lower, resulting in higher productivity. One can see that it is not obvious which development site would be better. This is where our GSD model comes in. We can use the GSD model to analyze and compare the performance of each alternative before making a decision.

4.1 Result
We first configured the GSD model to have two development sites-- the current site and Site A. We ran the model (30 replications) to obtain the expected project performance, including effort, duration, and quality (number of latent defects). We then re-configured the GSD model with Site B rather than Site A. We ran 30 replications, and studied the project performance in each case. We also performed hypothesis tests to determine if the differences in project performance are statistically significant. The results are shown in Figure 3 using the familiar box and whisker plots to show the variation.

4.1.1 Effort
The total effort required to complete the project is higher when using Site A (204 man-days more). The difference is significant at .05 level. Working with Site A requires additional effort for coordination. In addition, miscommunication tends to be higher, which results in higher defects. These defects also require additional effort to rework. However, since the programmer wage in Site A is lower, we cannot automatically conclude that Site B would cost less than Site A. The GSD model also records effort spent at each development site. Figure 4 shows the effort distribution between sites for each alternative (Site A vs. Site B).

One can see that the effort expended at main site is approximately the same for two alternatives. The additional effort required for alternative 1 is mainly spent at Site A. In this example, if the wages at Site A are approximately 80% of the wages at Site B, the cost to hire the developers will be about the same.
4.2 Discussion

Neither Site A nor Site B performs the best on all three performance measures. Adding Site B to the project results in less effort required and higher quality software (lower defects), but the project duration will be longer. On the other hand, adding Site A contributes to shorter project duration, but higher effort and lower quality. The project manager has to make a trade-off between these three performance measures and determine which alternative will better meet their objectives. For example, if the goal is to reduce the cycle-time, adding Site A will best satisfy this objective. However, if the project manager is more concerned with the quality of the software, he may choose to add Site B instead. In addition to the simple comparisons above, there are several ways to compare the simulation result and evaluate alternatives such as using a utility function, using financial performance measures, and using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). We will not go into detail about these. Thus, Interested readers may find additional information and examples in [23].

Again, the example provided above is just a hypothetical example to illustrate how the project manager can use the GSD model to answer his/her question of interest. The example was calibrated with information from the literature and the industry standard data collected by Capers Jones [16]. We are currently collecting real-world data in order to calibrate the model to specific real world projects.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our GSD model that features an innovative hybrid architecture which combines the system dynamics paradigm with the discrete-event paradigm. The hybrid feature allows the GSD model to better represent the GSD project. We believe that such a model can be used as a decision support tool to help project managers plan, manage, and improve global software development processes. Examples are provided to illustrate types of managerial questions that can be addressed, and to show how the GSD model can be used to help address these questions.
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